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Piezoelectric optomechanical platforms represent one of the most promising routes towards achieving quantum transduction
of photons between the microwave and optical frequency domains. However, there are significant challenges to achieving near-unity
transduction efficiency. We discuss such factors in the context of the two main approaches being pursued for high efficiency transduc-
tion. The first approach uses one-dimensional nanobeam optomechanical crystals excited by interdigitated transducers, and is char-
acterized by large single-photon optomechanical coupling strength, limited intracavity pump photon population to avoid absorption-
induced heating, and low phonon injection efficiency from the transducer to the optomechanical cavity. The second approach uses
(quasi) bulk acoustic wave resonators integrated into photonic Fabry-Perot cavity geometries, and is characterized by low single-
photon optomechanical coupling strength, high intracavity pump photon population without significant heating, and high phonon
injection efficiency. After reviewing the current status of both approaches, we discuss the need for co-designing the electromechanical
and optomechanical sub-systems in order to achieve high transduction efficiencies, taking the GaAs piezo-optomechanical platform as
an example.

1 Introduction

As quantum computing platforms continue to mature, it is being increasingly recognized that every phys-
ical system, whether it be trapped ions [1], superconducting qubits, electron spins [2], or large-scale inte-
grated photonics [3], has fundamental limitations and a hybrid systems approach [4] combining the de-
sirable properties of multiple physical systems may ultimately be necessary for implementing large-scale
error-corrected quantum computers and highly functional repeater-based quantum networks. Such hy-
brid platforms by necessity require quantum transducers that can provide efficient quantum interfaces
between the different physical platforms, which may operate at very different frequencies and in differ-
ent physical environments. A canonical problem here is the transduction of quantum signals between the
microwave and optical frequency domains [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This task captures the interface problems origi-
nating with linking superconducting qubits and electron spin systems [2], which have transition frequen-
cies in the 1 GHz to 10 GHz frequency range, and telecom optical frequencies (near 194 THz) for which
the lowest loss routing in optical fibers is achieved. Such signal transducers are essential for building dis-
tributed quantum networks [10] based on superconducting qubit circuits as nodes and adding quantum
memories (based on spin systems) to these networks.

While efficient quantum frequency conversion has been demonstrated between photons in the opti-
cal frequency domain using nonlinear guided wave interactions [11], these ideas cannot be directly ap-
plied to the microwave-to-optical problem because of the disparity in the frequencies (and corresponding
wavelengths). To give some perspective, the free space wavelength of a 3 GHz microwave photon is 10
cm, compared to 1.55 µm for the telecom-band optical photon. Given that the interaction strength be-
tween the two fields scales with their overlap, this size disparity makes it challenging to achieve strong
Kerr-type nonlinearities for photon conversion, although there has been some exciting progress on this
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electro-optic front recently, mainly driven by the use of superconducting RF cavities [12, 13, 14, 15]. Piezo-
electric optomechanical (or piezo-optomechanical) approaches [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] partially circumvent
this size mismatch problem by converting the microwave signal into a mechanical mode that can now
have the same wavelength as the optical signal, on account of the much slower acoustic wave velocity.
The same 3 GHz RF signal, when converted to a 3 GHz sound wave, will have an acoustic wavelength
of 1 µm, assuming a sound wave velocity of 3000 m/s. This allows strong acousto-optic interactions to
be engineered in small mode volume dielectric optomechanical cavities, and is one reason for strong in-
terest in the field of (quantum) cavity optomechanics [21, 22], with the promise of observing and con-
trolling quantum effects in (macroscopic) mechanical objects. Moreover, mechanical systems have been
strongly coupled to qubits [23, 24, 25, 26] and can exhibit ultra-long coherence times at GHz frequencies
[27, 28, 29], suggesting that mechanically-mediated transduction can be complemented by a number of
other important functions that can be realized in the mechanical domain.

While significant progress has been made in using piezoelectric optomechanical devices for microwave-
to-optical transduction (hereafter referred to as MW-OT), including operation with the mechanical res-
onator near its quantum ground state [30], acoustic wave engineering to better link piezoelectric trans-
ducers to optomechanical cavities [18], incorporating a microwave cavity to resonantly enhance the elec-
tromechanical interaction [19], and the demonstration of upconversion of superconducting qubit photons
to the optical domain [20], the overall transduction efficiency (i.e., including all input/output coupling
losses) has remained less than 1 %. In this perspective, we use two common device architectures as illus-
trative examples to outline the difficulties in realizing high overall transduction efficiency, which stems
from the challenge of simultaneously realizing high piezolectric and optomechanical transduction effi-
ciencies. These architectures take as a starting point an optimized piezoelectric or optomechanical trans-
ducer geometry, and much effort has gone into trying to develop the complementary optomechanical or
piezoelectric piece needed for full MW-OT. After presenting the aforementioned challenges in success-
fully building full transducers based on these architectures, we will discuss how co-design of the piezo-
electric and optomechanical pieces from the onset may lead to new advantageous device geometries that
are specifically tailored for this demanding application.

2 General considerations for piezo-optomechanical approaches

Figure 1 presents a schematic illustration of MW-OT in piezo-optomechanical platforms. The conver-
sion process can be thought of as being comprised of multiple stages [7, 8]. First, the microwave signal
is coupled into the piezoelectric transducer, which is not necessarily trivial if the transducer has a high
impedance and the microwave signal is carried by a standard 50 Ω transmission line. The piezoelectric
transducer generates an acoustic phonon, which can be a propagating wave or a standing wave depend-
ing on the transducer geometry. This acoustic phonon is coupled into an opotomechanical cavity, which
is used to realize upconversion into the optical domain. The optomechanical resonator realizes strong
acousto-optic interaction through resonant enhancement (in both the optical and mechanical domains) of
photoelastic and moving boundary effects, with the upconverted optical tone appearing as a sideband of
the optical pump which drives the system (and which provides the photon energy needed to bridge the
≈200 THz difference between the input microwave and output optical frequencies).

Such considerations are captured in the standard equation used to describe the efficiency of microwave-
to-optical conversion in mechanically mediated schemes [6, 31, 32, 33, 34], given as:

ηpeak = ηeηo

4CEMCOML2
+

(1 + CEM + COM(L2
+ − L2

−))2
, (1)

where ηe is the microwave in-coupling efficiency, ηo is the optical out-coupling efficiency, CEM and COM

are the electromechanical and optomechanical cooperativities, respectively, and L± are the optical-cavity
Lorentzian sideband amplitudes (see Fig. 1), which essentially describe the amount of sideband resolu-
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tion in the system, and are given by:

L2
± =

(κo/2)2

(κo/2)2 + (∆± Ωm)2
(2)

where ∆ represents the detuning of the optical pump from the optical cavity frequency. The electrome-
chanical (CEM) and optomechanical cooperativities (COM) are given by:

CEM =
4g2

EM

γmκe

, (3)

COM =
4g2

0Ncav

γmκo

, (4)

where gEM is the electromechanical coupling rate and is proportional to the piezoelectric coupling co-
efficient,

√
k2

eff (the latter more commonly used in the MEMS community [35]), γm is the decay rate of
the mechanical mode, κo and κe are the decay rates of the optical and electrical modes, and g0 is the op-
tomechanical coupling rate. The mechanical (Qm) and optical (Qo) quality factors are defined as Qm =
Ωm/γm and Qo = ωo/κo where Ωm and ωo are the mechanical and optical frequencies of the optomechan-
ical cavity. Ncav is the number of optical pump photons in the cavity.

As discussed above, the coupling between the optical and mechanical modes in an optomechanical
cavity can be engineered using either the moving boundary (MB) or the photoelastic effect (PE) [36]. To
compare and contrast these two effects, it is instructive to look at the optomechanical interaction in an
idealized 1D Fabry-Perot cavity of length L. The resonant wavelength for the fundamental cavity mode
can be approximated as λc ∼ 2nL, where n is the refractive index of the cavity medium. To first or-
der, the change in the optical cavity wavelength (δλc) can be written as δλc = n∆L + L∆n. MB ef-
fects originate due to changes in the cavity dimensions (∆L) and PE effects due to local stress induced
changes in the refractive index (∆n). Both effects are usually present in an optomechanical cavity, al-
though their relative magnitudes and phases differ depending on the geometry in consideration. Usually,
at high frequencies (e.g., in the GHz), where displacement amplitudes are low, the optomechanical cou-
pling strength is primarily dominated by the PE effect. This tends to hold true, for example, in the lo-
calized optomechanical interactions in engineered 1D nanobeam optomechanical crystals and the travel-
ling wave interactions seen in stimulated Brillouin scattering [37].

For the 1D case, one can write down approximate expressions for the MB and PE effects. The RMS
amplitude of the zero-point fluctuations of the mechanical mode at frequency Ωm are given by xzpf =√

~/2meffΩm, where the effective mass of a 1D mechanical mode can be written in terms of material
density (ρ), cavity cross-section (Aeff), and cavity length (L) as meff = ρAeffL. The MB contribution
can then be approximated as g0 = gomxzpf where gom = dω/dL for a 1D Fabry-Perot cavity is given by
gom = ωc/L. This leads to:

g0,MB ∼
ωc

L3/2

√
~

2ρAeffΩm

(5)

Similarly, the photoelastic contribution when the optical and mechanical modes are phase matched (the
Brillouin scattering condition) is given by [38, 39]:

g0,PE ∼
ω2
cn

3p12

2c

√
~

2ρAeffLΩm

(6)

where p12 is the photoelastic coefficient mediating the interaction between the optical and mechanical
modes and c is the speed of light.
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Despite the very different physical origins of the optomechanical interaction, both g0,MB and g0,PE

can be significantly enhanced by moving to small mode volume (small L and small Aeff) optomechani-
cal cavities, a recurring theme in this work. It is important to note that current state of the art super-
conducting qubits have transition frequencies in the 3 GHz to 10 GHz frequency range and as discussed
above, the PE dominates in that regime. High mechanical frequencies are also beneficial from the per-
spective of optical filtering, as discussed later in this article. To ensure strong optomechanical interac-
tions using PE, a general rule of thumb is to engineer the interactions in small mode volume cavities in
materials with large refractive indices (n) and photoelastic coefficients (p12). This approach has been ap-
plied to realize large g0 (≈ 1 MHz) in 1D optomechanical crystal cavities in semiconductors like silicon
and GaAs.

In addition to conversion efficiency, one needs to minimize the added noise during the conversion
process to preserve the fidelity of the quantum state after transduction. The noise in MW-OT originates
from two fundamental sources. One is due to the thermal population of the mechanical resonator, and is
given by:

Nm =
1

ηe

nm

CEM

, (7)

where nm(ω) = (e~ω/(kBT ) − 1)−1 is the thermal occupation of the mechanical resonator due to its contact
with a thermal bath at temperature T , and with kB and ~ being the Boltzmann constant and the Planck
constant divided by 2π, respectively.

The other noise source is Stokes scattering of the optical drive field off the mechanical resonator,
that is, the red-detuned sideband shown in Fig. 1. It is given by:

No =
1

ηe

COML2
−

CEM

, (8)

These equations provide a generic prescription for simultaneously realizing high transduction effi-
ciency and low noise. In particular, low noise is achieved by limiting the thermal population of the me-
chanical resonator, most commonly by operating in the quantum ground state via cryogenic cooling of a
high frequency mechanical mode, and working in the sideband-resolved regime so that L− is small (which
also benefits from a high frequency mechanical mode). High transduction efficiency is achieved for large
CEM and COM (ideally CEM = COM+1 in the limit of small L−); physically, this essentially means that
the system simultaneously achieves high conversion efficiency from a microwave signal to the acoustic
mode of interest (that, the acoustic mode that is well-coupled to an optical mode) and efficient scat-
tering of optical photons by that acoustic mode. These requirements are quite challenging to simulta-
neously realize because ultimately, the same mechanical mode must be linked to the microwave domain
and the optical domain. This means that large COM and CEM must be achieved for geometries in which
the mechanical mode can be both piezoelectrically and optomechanically accessed while separating the
superconducting metals to be used in the former from the photonic cavities and waveguides to be used
in the latter.

To address the challenge associated with simultaneously realizing low microwave losses and low op-
tical losses in a system with a shared mechanical resonance, researchers have considered the use of in-
terdigitated transducer (IDT) piezoelectric elements [40] that create a propagating acoustic wave from a
microwave input. This propagating acoustic wave can then couple to the optomechanical cavity [17, 41,
18], with the length of acoustic waveguide providing effective spatial separation between the microwave
elements and the optical elements. In such schemes, the peak MW-OT efficiency from Eq. (1) needs to
be modified by a multiplicative factor ηPIE, which represents the phonon injection efficiency. This pa-
rameter essentially describes how well the piezoelectrically-excited acoustic wave couples to the mechan-
ical cavity. In practice, ηPIE is a critical parameter because, at a certain level, the piezoelectric MEMS
community [42] and optomechanics community [43] have already individually developed electromechan-
ical and optomechanical systems achieving high cooperativities, and the extent to which these known
paradigms can be combined without degradation is one of the main underlying challenges for MW-OT.
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To engineer effective MW-OT, one might chose to build upon existing device architectures from
two complementary perspectives. We can either take existing devices that have high CEM [35, 28] and
build high optical Qo, small mode volume cavities [44] around them in such a way that high COM is re-
alized and ηPIE is naturally near-unity (i.e., no mechanical mode conversion), or we can start with de-
vices that have the strongest acousto-optic interaction and therefore a high COM [43, 36] and understand
how to connect these devices to a piezoelectric transducer that can achieve high CEM and high ηPIE. A
schematic overview of these approaches is shown in Fig. 2.

The first approach is represented by bulk acoustic wave resonators combined with optical cavities
[25, 29, 39], while the second approach utilizes different piezoelectric actuation mechanisms to acousti-
cally couple to a one-dimensional photonic/phononic crystal nanobeam (often termed an optomechanical
crystal) [17, 16, 45, 20]. While significant progress has been made on both fronts, they each have appar-
ent basic limitations that apparently constrain the overall achievable transduction efficiency. The physi-
cal origins of these limitations will be discussed in the next two sections.

3 Transduction using high-ηPIE bulk acoustic wave resonators

We first start by considering MW-OT using optical cavities built around high overtone bulk acoustic
wave resonators (HBARs). In the 2 GHz to 8 GHz frequency range, bulk acoustic wave devices (illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a)), which lie at the heart of filtering in modern cell phones, have traditionally shown
the highest microwave-to-acoustic wave conversion efficiency [35], with power injection efficiency from
transducer to phonon cavity approaching unity [28]. In addition to efficient conversion of microwaves
into acoustic waves, the phonons are excited predominantly in the mode of interest (large ηPIE), with
very little spurious mode excitation, which can be controlled by modifying the transducer shape. While
these resonators are almost ideal from a microwave-to-phonon conversion perspective, their size (surface
area) is usually in the 10 µm2 to 100 µm2 range and the resonator geometry usually restricts the optical
cavity architectures to simple Fabry-Perot variants with large mode volumes (& 5λ3 to 10λ3). As dis-
cussed above, engineering strong optomechanical interactions requires small mode volume optical cavi-
ties, which is more challenging to do with these bulk devices.

The challenge with effectively building optical cavities around HBAR resonators is not just a ques-
tion of cavity mode volume, but also optical quality factor Qo. This challenge can be understood from
the design of the HBAR devices, which confine the acoustic field in the thickness modes predominantly
under the metal electrode. This forces one of the mirrors in the optical cavity to be made of metal, ulti-
mately limiting the achievable Qo (metallic film reflectivities are ≤ 0.985 in the telecom band). In princi-
ple, one can avoid using the metal electrode for the HBARs, by using transparent electrodes made with
graphene or Indium tin oxide (ITO), but these approaches come with the inherent tradeoff of higher se-
ries resistance, which lowers the ηPIE. As an alternative way of avoiding the metal mirror, one can al-
ways chose to work with shear modes [46] which can be confined between metals (with the optical field
in-between, thereby avoiding overlap with the metal), but the tradeoff then becomes a lower electrome-
chanical coupling coefficient and lower mechanical quality factor Qm, leading to an overall reduced CEM.
These challenges effectively point to the need for co-design approaches, where we can ask the question,
what is the best geometry for buiding small mode volume, high Qo optical cavities around HBAR res-
onators while still preserving their main advantages, high Qm and high ηPIE [46]?

In addition to the optical cavity design problems, there are some additional constraints imposed
on the HBAR geometry by the qubit frequencies. Most current superconducting qubit implementations
work in the 3 GHz to 10 GHz frequency range. It is challenging to engineer strong modal overlap be-
tween the optical and mechanical fields at these frequencies in a standard HBAR geometry, which re-
stricts the achievable g0 in these geometries, especially compared to 1D nanobeam optomechanical crys-
tals. For example, if we take a simple high overtone bulk acoustic wave resonator in silicon and operate
the device collinearly [39], the strongest acousto-optic overlap occurs when phase-matched at the Bril-
louin scattering condition, which for longitudinal waves in silicon (as is the case in most HBAR-FBAR
variants) is ≈ 35 GHz. At most other frequencies of interest (e.g., the 3 GHz to 8 GHz range), the acousto-
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optic interaction strength is dominated by the moving boundary effect, which is very weak, leading to
poor optical sideband scattering (i.e., poor upconversion from the acoustic domain to the optical do-
main) [39]. One can compensate partially for the low g0 by enhancing the parametric interaction strength
G through a large intracavity photon number Ncav, but since G = g0

√
Ncav, a linear reduction in g0 must

be accompanied by a quadratic increase in Ncav to realize the same G. As we discuss later in Fig. 4, for
existing optomechanical resonators operating at temperatures below 4 K, the values for G achieved in
these resonators is on par with that achieved in the 1-D nanobeam optomechanical crystals described in
the next section. We note that one can work around the above conditions to a certain extent through
use of crystalline substrates with slower acoustic velocity (and lower refractive index) like silica, but the
lack of control in engineering strong acousto-optic mode overlap and small mode volume, high-Qo op-
tical cavity geometries is a significant limitation if the ultimate aim is to achieve an overall conversion
efficiency that is close to unity at a frequency set by the qubit.

One way to reduce the large optical cavity mode volumes is to engineer bulk wave resonances in
an integrated photonic platform. This can be done by engineering a film bulk acoustic wave resonance
(FBAR) in a microdisk resonator that modulates an optical whispering gallery mode that propagates
around the periphery of the disk [19]. This approach in principle combines the high ηPIE of an FBAR-
like mode with the high Qo and moderate mode volumes of a microdisk resonator. On the other hand,
there are two main challenges that need to be addressed to achieve high transduction efficiencies using
this approach. The first is effective actuation of the FBAR breathing mode, given that in contrast to
traditional FBAR resonators, here the metals need to be separated from the disk in order to preserve
the high Qo. Han et al. address this problem by designing a superconducting RF resonator on top of the
microdisk to ensure effective excitation of the breathing mode and achieve an electromechanical cooper-
ativity Cem ≈ 7 [19]. The second problem is more fundamental in that the g0 in these architectures is
reduced, especially in comparison to the nanobeam optomechanical crystals discussed below. One way
to understand this is to see that the FBAR mode is effectively a thickness mode of the whole microdisk,
but only the displacement on the periphery translates to optomechanical coupling, since the optical WGM
is localized there. This reduces the effective overlap between the optical and mechanical modes resulting
in low g0. While we can partially compensate for this with a large Ncav, the low g0 effectively makes it
challenging to reach the matching condition (CEM ≈ COM + 1) and limits the ultimate achievable trans-
duction efficiency.

4 Transduction using high-g0 1D nanobeam optomechanical crystals

An alternative approach, pursued by many groups worldwide, is to start at the opposite regime. Given
that 1D optomechanical crystals (schematic shown in Fig. 2(b)) have shown strong photon-phonon inter-
actions by confining low-loss mechanical and optical modes in wavelength scale cavities [43, 47], provided
one can inject phonons efficiently into these cavities from a microwave source, high conversion efficiencies
can be achieved. The challenge is that efficient phonon injection here amounts to focusing sound into a
nanoscale volume from a microwave transmission line. This poses two competing issues. Mode match-
ing to nanoscale cavities ideally requires transducers (for example, IDTs for launching surface acoustic
waves (SAWs)) that are comparable in size to the acoustic cavity. But the electrical impedance of such
small transducers is usually in the MΩ range, making it challenging to impedance match these devices to
standard 50 Ω transmission lines. One can in principle try and work with high impedance circuits, but
in general, the efficiency of microwave-to-acoustic wave conversion is limited for nanoscale IDTs (even
when impedance matched), on account of the reduced finger overlap [48], which reduces the motional ca-
pacitance (alternately, increases the motional impedance significantly). A natural route to avoiding this
tradeoff is to work with focusing transducers [49] that can be designed to be impedance matched to 50 Ω
microwave inputs and focus the sound down to nanoscale dimensions.

While focusing transducers have been extensively studied [50], there have been very few experimen-
tal demonstrations that show that sound can be effectively focused to nanoscale volumes while main-
taining high modal purity [49]. A focusing transducer is effectively an acoustic lens that can focus sound
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down to the (acoustic) diffraction limit. Like the case with designing diffraction-limited optics, the key
challenge is overcoming aberrations, in particular acoustic anisotropy [51], which can be quite signifi-
cant in most crystalline materials, which are commonly used for their strong opto-mechanical interaction
strengths (e.g., silicon and GaAs) and high optical and mechanical quality factors. Even if the acoustic
anisotropy is compensated, the piezoelectric coefficient is orientation-dependent and goes to zero at cer-
tain angles in-plane (ex: along the [100] axis GaAs [50]), significantly reducing the conversion efficiency.

Even if efficient focusing transducer geometries can be realized, there is a limit on the excitation ef-
ficiency of the optomechanical cavity mode by focusing IDTs that is imposed by the overlap between the
two modes. The highest g0 in 1D optomechanical cavities has been traditionally achieved with breath-
ing modes, which are predominantly shear horizontal (SH) modes with an odd y-displacement symmetry
(u−y = −u+y, uy is the displacement field in the y direction) as shown in Fig. 3. The excitation efficiency
of the nanobeam mode by a focusing IDT can be quantified by an overlap integral between the IDT dis-
placement field ~uIDT at the focus (assumed to be at the beam entrance) and the displacement field at
the beam entrance ~uNB generated by the leaked nanobeam displacement:

η =

∫
|~u∗IDT~uNB|2 ~dA∫

| ~uIDT |2 ~dA
∫
| ~uNB|2 ~dA

(9)

where the integrals are carried out over the beam cross-section area and ~u = uxî+ uy ĵ + uzk̂.
Figure 3 plots finite element method simulation results of the acoustic mode generated by a focus-

ing IDT oriented to focus the beam along (110) GaAs and the acoustic radiation generated by a nanobeam
breathing mode coupled to a membrane (housing the IDT). The displacement profile generated by the
focusing IDT is calculated by driving the IDT at a fixed frequency by applying an oscillating voltage
to the electrodes. The nanobeam displacement is calculated from an eigenfrequency simulation, where
the nanobeam is attached to a membrane (which would house the focusing IDT, not shown). The MW-
OT process needs to be bi-directionally efficient, in that the focusing IDT needs to efficiently excite the
nanobeam breathing mode (MW to optical), and the IDT also needs to be able to effectively sense the
leakage radiation from the breathing mode (optical to MW). To study the overall transduction process,
we can focus on the two halves independently. On the left, we show the acoustic beam generated by a
focusing IDT. Inspecting the acoustic displacement components in the focus region, we see that the acous-
tic energy in the uy field is negligible compared to ux. On the other hand, the nanobeam breathing mode
displacement shows the opposite trend with the acoustic energy primarily residing in the uy field compo-
nent and the ux component far smaller. As the breathing mode leaks into a beam mode that then ra-
diates into a Lamb wave, by observing the displacement in the beam (dashed line), we can see that the
leaked mode still preserves a significant energy in the uy component, which has low overlap with the fo-
cusing displacement wave generated by an IDT. This places a limit on the overall (single-pass) trans-
duction efficiency. Given the coupling rate is significantly reduced in this configuration, achieving criti-
cal coupling would require very high Qm resonators. While such high-Q devices have been demonstrated
[27], they come with the inherent trade-off of low transduction bandwidths. Ideally, one would like to in-
crease the resonator to IDT coupling strength in order to operate these devices in an over-coupled regime,
which is more suited for high efficiency quantum transduction [34].

One way to understand this limitation in overlap efficiency is to recognize that the optomechanical
crystals were originally developed and optimized to achieve strong optomechanical coupling strengths
with transverse electric (TE) optical mode polarizations. As such the acousto-optic field overlaps are
maximized for an electric field that is polarized along ~y. From the displacement field of an interdigitated
transducer, it is clear that the (RF) electric fields induced by the transducer are predominantly in the
x-z plane, which is characteristic of Rayleigh-Lamb waves. The focusing IDT geometry helps overcome
the mode mismatch problem from the perspective of size mismatch, but it can not overcome this mode
symmetry issue. We want to clarify here that the focused S0 Lamb wave mode generated by the IDT has
the same overall mode displacement symmetry (in terms of the ux, uy and uz field components) as the
nanobeam breathing mode, but still has low coupling efficiency because the relative magnitudes of the
displacements (ux and uy in particular) are orthogonal, reducing the overlap integral in eq. 9. One could
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potentially achieve better overlaps by working with strongly anisotropic materials like lithium niobate,
where shear waves can be efficiently excited using IDT-like geometries [52]. However, materials such as
lithium niobate have significantly weaker photoelastic coupling coefficients and lower refractive indices
than GaAs or Si, resulting in a ≈ 10× reduction in g0.

An alternative approach to simultaneously address the impedance and mode mismatch problems
that was recently proposed is to use hybridization of localized mechanical modes as a means to link the
piezoelectric and optomechanical transducers [34]. In this scheme, the breathing mode of the 1D nanobeam
optomechanical crystal is hybridized with the mechanical mode of a piezoelectric resonator [53]. This
essentially provides a direct means to piezoelectrically access the nanobeam breathing mode and its co-
localized optical mode, without the traveling acoustic wave intermediary used in IDT/SAW-based ap-
proaches. However, the mode overlap between the mechanical mode and the optical mode (which deter-
mines the strength of the optomechanical interaction) is now reduced relative to an isolated nanobeam
optomechanical crystal. This occurs because a part of the mechanical mode is now contained in the piezo-
electric resonator which does not overlap with the optical mode located in the nanobeam. Limiting the
resulting reduction in g0 is important to ensure that large COM is maintained. This can be done using
piezoelectric resonators with a small motional mass, but it comes at the expense of a high electrical impedance.
Impedance matching to a 50 Ω transmission line can be realized through an additional (inductor-capacitor)
LC resonator, which has the further benefit of resonantly enhancing the piezoelectric interaction, so that
large CEM can be realized even with a weak gEM [19]. Reference [34] predicts that in GaAs, near-unity
transduction efficiency and low added noise can be simultaneously achieved using the above approach
without requiring any significant advances in Qo, Qm, QMW , g0, and gEM beyond what has already been
demonstrated in this platform. However, one overriding challenge is that of relying on multiple, coupled
resonant elements whose frequencies should align - in this case, the two mechanical resonators and the
LC electrical resonator. Such frequency matching can be difficult in practice, in particular, as the me-
chanical resonators lack the readily available tuning knobs common to integrated photonics. We note
that the recent experimental demonstration of superconducting qubit-to-optical photon transduction
experiment follows a similar approach in hybridizing the nanobeam breathing mode with a propagat-
ing mode in a silicon phononic crystal waveguide, which can be efficiently excited by a piezoelectric AlN
layer deposited on top of the silicon [20]; red progress has also been made in GaAs [54], and similar acous-
tic mode hybridization concepts have recently been explored in GaP piezo-optomechanical transduc-
ers [55].

5 Other transducer geometries

Apart from the two main piezo-optomechanical transducer approaches discussed above, there are other
geometries under consideration. To start, we note that there are many other physical functions that ben-
efit from the combination of piezoelectric transducers and integrated photonics. For example, resonant
acousto-optic modulators have been demonstrated by placing interdigitated transducers adjacent to mi-
croring resonators [56, 57] and other high Qo cavities, e.g., 2D photonic crystals [58]. Recently, non-reciprocal
high-bandwidth modulation has been demonstrated in a platform combining Al/AlN interdigitated trans-
ducers with Si waveguides [59], and other non-reciprocal effects, such as optical isolation [60, 61], have
also been shown. However, it should be emphasized that in these other applications (and by extension
the choice of geometries therein), absolute conversion efficiency between the microwave and optical do-
mains is unlikely to be a dominant consideration in comparison to other performance characteristics.

Focusing then on systems in which efficient microwave-to-optical conversion is a stated goal, the
main advantage of working with microring-based geometries is the prospect of achieving high Qo at mod-
erate mode volumes, to enable a large intracavity pump photon number Ncav without excess heating of
the mechanical resonator when it is in the ground state (likely via cryogenic cooling). But the high Qo

and large Ncav must be weighed against the reduction in g0 accompanying the larger mode volume. The
key challenge with any of the microring-based approaches is that the modes that show reasonably high
acousto-optic interaction strength, as quantified by g0, are the radial breathing modes [36], which are
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very challenging to excite with an IDT, and hence the modulation efficiency (and g0) that can be achieved
is limited. While one can try and engineer a double resonance using the IDT designed as a contour mode
resonator (CMR) around an optical micro-ring [57], most of the acoustic energy lies within the contour
mode (under the IDTs) and the effective displacement participation ratio is small. One can look at this
inefficiency in two equivalent ways. First, the overall ηPIE is small because most of the injected phonons
are not contributing to modulation. Alternately, g0 is reduced because the effective mass of the mechani-
cal mode has been significantly increased by the CMR. We note that, apart from radial breathing modes,
microdisk film thickness modes can be piezoelectrically excited in an FBAR geometry, as noted in Sec-
tion III and demonstrated in Ref. [19], where the cost of a weaker g0 is offset by improved piezoelectric
performance. Recently, piezoelectric actuation of such film thickness modes have also been studied in
LiNbO3 photonic racetrack resonators [62]. We note that other types of acoustic modes in whispering
gallery resonators have also been excited. For example, acoustic whispering gallery modes in a LiNbO3

microsphere have been excited via a side-coupled surface acoustic wave generated by an IDT on a quartz
substrate, and the acoustic whispering gallery modes are in turn coupled to optical whispering gallery
modes [63]. However, the relatively inefficient piezoelectric excitation of the acoustic whispering gallery
modes currently limits the performance of this approach.

While most of the effects discussed in this paper are fundamental in nature, there are some practi-
cal issues to consider as well. Fabrication processes for most of the nanoscale quantum transducers re-
quire multiple layers of (aligned) lithography and patterning and overlay errors between the different lay-
ers will result in large device-to-device variation. For example, consider a microring resonator that is ex-
cited by an IDT. The actual acoustic energy inside the microring is very sensitive to both the relative
position of the IDT with respect to the ring and the magnitude of the undercut, assuming the microring
is suspended [64]. Such overlay errors will also affect the other geometries that are being considered in
this work, but it is magnified for the rings because we are not working with a discrete mechanical reso-
nance, but instead with broadband (limited by the IDT bandwidth) mechanical excitation of the ring.

6 Current transducer performance

As discussed in the previous sections, both the high g0, low Ncav, low ηPIE 1D nanobeam optomechan-
ical crystal approach and the low g0, high Ncav, high ηPIE bulk acoustic wave resonator approach to-
wards quantum MW-OT have (complementary) limitations. One way to understand these limitations
is to look at Fig. 4(a), which plots the single photon optomechanical coupling strength g0/2π as a func-
tion of

√
Ncav for selected cryogenic (< 4 K) optomechanical experiments. All the experiments fall into

one of two broad classes: the 1D optomechanical crystal (1D OM x-tals) variants show high g0/2π, but
Ncav is low due to high surface absorption, which either causes a thermo-optic instability or for ultra-low
temperature experiments (≈ 100 mK), can heat the system out of the mechanical ground state. On the
other hand, bigger cavity geometries (labeled as bulk modes in Fig. 4(a)) support large Ncav at the cost
of lower g0/2π. Since the optomechanical cooperativity scales quadratically with G = g0

√
Ncav, both ap-

proaches achieve figures of merit that are approximately within a factor of 4 of each other as shown in
Fig. 4(b); e.g., Ref. [30] for nanobeam optomechanical crystals and Ref. [19] for bulk modes. To achieve
optimal transduction, ideally we need devices that can work in the top right corner of Fig. 4(a), support-
ing both large g0 and large Ncav simultaneously. On the 1D optomechanical crystal front, higher Ncav

can be achieved by improving surface passivation techniques [65] to reduce the significant surface absorp-
tion effects inherent in large surface to volume ratio photonic crystal cavities. Improving g0 in bulk cav-
ities is much harder as it mainly relies on engineering cavities in materials like tellurium dioxide which
have stronger acousto-optic interactions than typical platforms used for piezoelectric optomehanics, by
virtue of having larger photoelastic coefficients. A related problem with bulk resonators is that highest
g0 values are usually achieved at the Brillouin frequency, which fixes the frequency of operation and does
not allow the mechanical frequency tunability inherent in nanoscale geometries.

Table 1 summarizes the relevant experimental parameters for state-of-the art cryogenic transduc-
tion experiments carried out in a variety of materials and device platforms. While the experiments in
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Material Geometry Temp. g0/2π (kHz) Ncav Com = 4g20/κγ ηPIE ηpeak nth Ref.

LiNbO3 piezo-OMC ≈ 4 K 92 104 1.5 ∗ 10−4 10−3 10−5 45.29 Jiang2020* [45]
GaAs piezo-OMC <100 mK 1300 280 5.9 ∗ 10−3 3.6 ∗ 10−10 5.5 ∗ 10−12 0.755 Forsch2020 [30]

AlN/Si hybrid piezo-OMC <100 mK 420 44 − - 1.5 ∗ 10−5 0.41 Mirhosseini2020 [20]
AlN FBAR+µdisk <100 mK 19 105 4 ∗ 10−6 ≈ 1 7.3 ∗ 10−4 0.21 Han2020 [19]
GaP piezo-OMC <100 mK 700 148 7 ∗ 10−3 3.6 ∗ 10−6 6.8 ∗ 10−8 0.58 Stockhill2021 [55]

Table 1: List of current (cryogenic) microwave-to-optical transduction experiments in a variety of material platforms and
geometries, with each row summarizing the various relevant experimental parameters. We note that experiments at 4K
benefit from a significantly larger cryogenic cooling capacity compared to experiments in a dilution fridge, impacting
Ncav. Com in this table is the single-photon optomechanical cooperativity, and is related to the previously defined pump-
enhanced optomechanical cooperativity through COM = NcavCom. *The LiNbO3 experimental parameters are taken from
both [45, 18]. Reference [45] carried out the transduction at 4K, while Ref. [18] improves the design and should see im-
provement in cryogenic transducer performance as well. The AlN experiment in Ref. [19] uses a microwave cavity to realize
CEM ≈ 7, the largest electromechanical cooperativity thus far achieved in MW-OT using piezo-optomechanical devices.

Refs. [18, 20, 30] use an IDT to excite the breathing mode of a 1D optomechanical crystal, the experi-
ment in Ref. [19] uses a high-frequency FBAR mode of AlN, coupled to a microwave cavity, to modulate
the whispering gallery optical mode supported by the AlN microdisk. As can be seen from the ηpeak val-
ues in the table, state-of-the art experiments using both the nanobeam and HBAR/FBAR routes achieve
a transduction efficiency of ≈ 10−5, although their limitations are complementary as discussed. The
nanobeam experiments are mostly limited on the electromechanical front (ηPIE) whereas the (quasi) bulk
resonators are mostly limited by the achievable go and COM. Given these limitations, one is naturally in-
clined to ask whether there exist novel geometries that sit somewhere between these two extremes and
can achieve significantly higher transduction efficiency than either one (i.e., the optimal transducers rep-
resented by the shaded blue region in Fig. 4(a)). The co-design approach, referred to in the title and dis-
cussed in more detail later in Section VIII, is one systematic way to design better quantum transducers.

7 Material platforms: monolithic vs hybrid

Before moving on to the co-design approach, we would like to discuss the choice of material platform for
implementing quantum transducers. This problem has been considered before [34] and while there is no
one material platform that is clearly optimal, there are some general requirements that are helpful to
heed. In particular, optimal transduction requires matching of the electromechanical and optomechancial
cooperativities and most monolithic approaches favor one over the other. For example, materials like
GaAs and Si provide an easier path to large COM due to their large photoelastic coefficients and refrac-
tive indices, but have weak (GaAs) or no (Si) piezoelectric coupling. GaP is also being actively stud-
ied for quantum transduction [55, 66] and though it too is a weak piezoelectric material, it has a wider
bandgap than GaAs and as a result has lower nonlinear absorption. Materials like LiNbO3 and AlN have
large piezoelectric coupling but weaker photoelastic coefficients and smaller refractive indices, making
large COM hard to realize without large Ncav. From these considerations, one might naturally conclude
that hybrid material platforms, e.g., AlN-on-Si or LiNbO3-on-Si, are the most promising path for simul-
taneously realizing large CEM and large COM.

Such a hybrid approach is promising and is indeed being pursued by multiple groups. The recent
demonstration of qubit-to-optical photon transduction has been made in an AlN-on-Si platform [20],
and the incorporation of focusing IDTs based on AlN with Si nanobeam optomechanical cavities has also
been shown [67]. AlN piezoelectric actuators have recently been used to excite HBAR modes coupled to
Si3N4 integrated photonics [68], and a scheme for making use of this platform for quantum transduction
has also been proposed [69]. In considering such hybrid platforms, it is important to keep in mind that
engineering high efficiencies in hybrid phononic platforms is much more challenging than in similar hy-
brid photonic platforms. This comes about mainly because while the photonic platform can be designed
to be effectively single mode and one can engineer high-efficiency transitions between the different layers
through simple evanescent coupling via adiabatic tapers, the phononic platform is inherently multi-mode
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and every transition between the two materials provides a path for intermodal scattering and loss and
a substantial decrease in transduction efficiency. That being said, apart from the AlN integration de-
scribed above, there are active efforts in combining materials like LiNbO3 and Si [70, 71], where if such
acoustic matching issues are properly addressed, significant advances in transduction may be realized.
We note that the coupled resonator approach described at the end of Section IV, in which the mechani-
cal modes of a piezoelectric resonator and an optomechanical resonator are hybridized to enable efficient
microwave and optical access, may provide one compelling approach to address these acoustic mode and
impedance matching challenges.

8 Co-design: Transverse magnetic mode optomechanical crystals

The co-design approach, advocated in the title, refers to a methodology where an overall figure-of-merit
is maximized, subject to a simultaneous multi-domain optimization. To be concrete, an optimal quan-
tum transducer would be designed to maximize ηpeak (eq. 1). Given that multiphysics softwares like COM-
SOL 1 can simultaneously solve the microwave, mechanics and optics parts of the problem, it opens up
the design space for considering alternative geometries that are specifically tailored for the transducer
application. In particular, as discussed above, existing approaches to the problem have limitations that
originate from the fact that these structures (both the 1D optomechanical crystals and HBAR resonators)
were originally designed for a different purpose (cavity optomechanics and RF filters respectively), with-
out specific consideration of the challenges of realizing quantum transduction with high ηpeak.

As an example of the co-design approach, we revisit the overlap integral between the IDT displace-
ment field and the nanobeam breathing mode in one-dimensional optomechanical crystals. One way to
think of this overlap problem is that we want to maximize the overlap between the electrostrictive forces
exerted by the optical field in the cavity and the displacement forces exerted by the focusing IDT. Pro-
vided the same mechanical mode is driven in the two cases, you can guarantee high excitation efficiency.

Figure 5 shows the electrostrictive forces exerted by a transverse electric (TE) polarized optical
mode propagating in the waveguide (width=500 nm, thickness=340 nm). We chose to work with a waveg-
uide mode instead of the photonic crystal cavity mode for the main reason that the symmetry arguments
are easier to visualize. As expected from our previous discussion, the TE mode predominantly exerts y-
forces with the z-directed forces being an order of magnitude smaller. Figure 5(b) shows the (total) dis-
placement field for a focused Lamb wave mode generated by an IDT incident on the same beam. The
zoomed-in displacement in the beam is plotted below for reference. It is clear that the beam mode re-
tains the shear vertical (SV-like) character of the incident S0 Lamb wave mode, which is predominantly
displaced in the x−z plane, characteristic of a Rayleigh-Lamb like mode. We note that within the beam,
it is not strictly correct to refer to the modes as shear horizontal or vertical as those definitions strictly
apply when there is no confinement along y. The overlap integral, described in eq. 9 can be reframed as
related to the efficiency with which this beam mode will be excited by a TE polarized waveguide mode.
Given the smaller overlap between the strong x-directed force and lower x-directed displacement, this
transfer of energy is poor. Alternately, the beam mode should have a shear-horizontal (SH-like) displace-
ment for efficient excitation by a TE mode.

On the other hand, if we instead consider a TM polarized waveguide mode, the forces are now pri-
marily y-directed and in phase with the large y-displacement of the waveguide mode. This means that
the TM mode is more suited to driving the (SV-like) Lamb wave modes of the beam. Traditionally, op-
tomechanical crystals, and photonic crystals in general, have been designed to work with TE polarized
optical fields. At least in silicon, this requirement is mainly due to 220 nm being the dominant silicon
device layer thickness, and it supports only a TE mode. On the other hand, increasing the silicon thick-
ness to 340 nm, a low loss TM mode can now be supported and high Qo optomechanical crystal cavities
can be designed around it. While these structures might not have the same Qo as the TE modes, the g0

1Certain commercial products or company names are identified here to describe our study adequately. Such identification is not intended to
imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the products or
names identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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should be similar, given the mode index is very close and the cavity mode volumes are nominally simi-
lar. More importantly, they will be well-coupled to the beam modes, which can then be driven and read
out by a focusing IDT structure, with the prospect of achieving critical coupling, without resorting to
ultra-high Qm. While significant design work, not to mention experiments, are needed to demonstrate
the benefits of this geometry in practice, the basic physical arguments presented here indicate the intrin-
sic value of co-design when developing piezo-optoemchanical transducers.

9 Off-chip filtering

As noted in Section II, the mechanical frequency plays a particularly important role in the context of
added noise in the quantum transducer. Higher mechanical frequencies are generally preferred from the
standpoint of both a lower thermal occupancy at a given temperature, and a greater amount of sideband
resolution for a given optical cavity linewidth. Of course, in practice, this mechanical frequency is likely
to be chosen not purely based on noise considerations, but instead will be linked to the superconduct-
ing qubit frequency, unless an intermediate stage of microwave-to-microwave quantum frequency conver-
sion is employed [72]. Given that this likely means that the amount of sideband resolution is finite, one
of the key requirements for enabling quantum state transduction is efficient pump-suppression. The op-
tical pump is used to parametrically enhance the optomechanical interaction, but couples out from the
cavity in the same spatial mode as the sideband. In this case, the pump effectively serves as source of
noise (e.g., in characterizing the photon statistics of the sideband) and needs to be filtered sufficiently.
The cavity provides some degree of pump suppression, but most quantum protocols require high fideli-
ties which can only be achieved with external fiber Fabry-Perot filters. Figure 6 provides an illustra-
tion of the pump suppression provided by the optomechanical cavity (Qo ≈ 105) and the external Fabry-
Perot filter.

The requirement of sufficiently filtering the pump also provides an interesting perspective on the
choice of the transducer. As discussed above, the two complementary approaches on using high g0, low
Ncav 1D nanobeam-like cavities and low g0, high Ncav bulk HBAR like devices present complementary
challenges as can be seen from a simple calculation. An estimate of the degree of pump suppression re-
quired can be obtained from analyzing the transducer output channel for sideband to pump photon signal-
to-noise ratio of 1. This means that for every sideband photon present, we can tolerate at maximum one
photon from the pump channel spectrally leaking into our detector. To estimate this, we note that effec-
tive transduction requires an optomechanical cooperativity Com ≈ 1. To achieve this in a 1D optome-
chanical crystal with g0/2π=1 MHz, Qm = 104, and Qo = 105 requires a pump suppression of -25 dB.
On the other hand, with an HBAR-like cavity with nominal parameters g0/2π = 1 kHz, Qm = 105, and
Qo = 106 requires a pump suppression of -65 dB. The stark difference points to the importance of high
g0. Working with an HBAR-like configuration makes it imperative to work with very high frequency me-
chanical modes (≈ 10 GHz) to achieve the necessary pump filtering with an external Fabry-Perot cav-
ity. While the 1D nanobeam transducers can work with lower frequency mechanical modes (2.5 GHz to
5 GHz), moving to higher mechanical frequencies while maintaining g0 is critical to meeting more strin-
gent SNR requirements.

10 On-chip impedance matching

A final requirement for efficient signal transduction from the microwave to the optical is the need for on-
chip impedance matching circuits that enable efficient injection of the microwave signal from a super-
conducting quantum circuit into the transducer. This need for impedance matching arises because the
piezoelectric transducers need to be simultaneously electrically matched to a 50 Ω microwave transmis-
sion line and acoustically mode-matched to sub-µm width nanobeam cavities in the case of 1D nanobeam
optomechanical crystals, where such impedance matching is particularly critical. The latter tends to nat-
urally result in piezoelectric structures whose electrical impedance is much larger than 50 Ω, though the
extent to which this is the case depends on the material’s intrinsic piezoelectric coupling strength. We
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note that the 50 Ω constraint primarily comes from the availability of RF test equipment and is not nec-
essarily a fundamental constraint for integrated circuits, especially if the impedance of the qubit can be
designed to match that of the transducer [20]. In this article, we restrict ourselves to the case where the
input RF signal is arriving on a 50 Ω transmission line.

As discussed in detail in [34], transducers can be designed to optimally satisfy these constraints by
exploiting a hybridization of the mechanical mode of the nanobeam cavity with the mechanical mode
of the piezoelectric (RF-acoustic) transducer, forming a so-called supermode which shows high trans-
duction efficiency. Effective hybridisation of these modes places geometric (and therefore impedance)
constraints on the size of the input piezoelectric transducer, which leads to impedances in the 100 kΩ
to 1 MΩ range. A key requirement for quantum transduction is that the impedance matching circuit
should have negligible ohmic losses, which means that these circuits (for example, a simple LC configu-
ration) need to be designed with superconducting electrodes. Given that these transducers need to oper-
ate at cryogenic temperatures, this is not a prohibitive requirement and there has been some interesting
progress on this front in recent piezo-optomechanical devices [55]; outside of piezo-optomechanics, super-
conducting impedance matching circuits for working with high-frequency quantum dots have been devel-
oped, for example [73]. One of the main constraints with on-chip impedance matching is that the foot-
print of the matching circuit (in particular the spiral inductors) can far exceed the size of optomechani-
cal transducer, although with superconducting circuits, one can potentially achieve a footprint reduction
through the use of superinductors [74]. On the other hand, impedance matching through such a super-
conducting microwave resonator can also increase the electromechanical interaction [34, 19]. To that end,
3D microwave cavity geometries, though not integrated elements, may also be considered [75].

11 Conclusions

In this perspective, we have discussed some of the main challenges and opportunities facing piezoelectric
routes towards efficient quantum microwave-to-optical signal transduction. Our main emphasis has been
on exploring the underlying device architectures, both the optomechanics-inspired 1D nanobeam cavi-
ties and the RF MEMS inspired bulk wave resonators, and analyzing their complementary strengths and
weaknesses. Effective transduction requires matched electromechanical and optomechanical cooperativ-
ities. The nanobeam optomechanical cavities and RF MEMS bulk wave resonators operate in different
regions of the overall transducer parameter space, but to date have realized similar overall efficiency lev-
els. Ultimately, the need for cooperativity matching points to the importance of co-designing both the
microwave-acoustic and acousto-optic subsystems in tandem with the overall transduction efficiency as a
key metric. To that end, we have suggested the use of TM-polarized optical modes in 1D nanobeam cav-
ities as a starting point geometry for a more tailored approach to piezo-optomechanical quantum trans-
duction.
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of microwave-to-optical signal transduction using a piezo-optomechanical
device. The weak microwave signal (e.g., from a qubit) is first converted to an acoustic mode using a piezoelectric trans-
ducer. This acoustic mode is either co-located with an optical cavity (i.e., to form an optomechanical cavity) or else in-
jected into a separate optomechanical cavity, where the parametric interaction mediated by a strong optical pump field
up-converts the acoustic signal into an optical sideband. Though the optical cavity naturally provides some spectral fil-
tering, external filtering will typically be needed to more fully suppress the optical pump and access the quantum state
in the optical domain. Each element in the transduction process has certain key parameters that govern the efficiency.
The piezoelectric transducer requires impedance matching and a high piezoelectric coefficient k2eff to achieve efficient
microwave-to-acoustic mode transduction. If the piezoelectric transducer and the optomechanical cavity are physically
distinct, then the acoustic mode needs to be injected into the optomechanical cavity (ηPIE) with high efficiency. The op-

tomechanical interaction is governed by the cooperativity Com =
4g20Ncav

γmκo
, where g0 is the single-photon coupling rate, Ncav

is the number of intracavity pump photonics, and κ and γ are the optical and mechanical decay rates, respectively. As the
strong optical pump needs to be externally filtered using fiber cavities, high mechanical mode frequencies which provide
larger pump sideband frequency separation are desirable.
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Figure 2: Two complementary approaches towards piezoelectric microwave-to-optical signal transduction. (a) Optome-
chanical interaction in a high overtone bulk acoustic resonator built inside small mode volume fiber Fabry-Perot cavity
(pictorial illustration of the optical field superimposed over the resonator schematic; mechanical mode simulation shown
at the bottom). While the ηPIE can approach 1 in these geometries and they are ideal from the microwave side, the small
g0, due to the large cavity mode volume, requires compensation by a large intracavity photon number (Ncav). (b) 1D
nanobeam optomechanical crystal with high g0 is used for the optomechanical interaction (optical and mechanical mode
simulations shown at the bottom). The mechanical mode of the cavity is effectively electrically driven by an interdigi-
tated transducer (IDT). The key challenge here lies in engineering sufficiently high ηPIE to link the IDT-driven acoustic
wave to the nanobeam breathing mode, accounting for mode size mismatch. Note the very different size scales of the two
approaches.
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Figure 3: Excitation efficiency of nanobeam breathing modes through focusing IDTs. On the left the displacement field
(total) of a focused acoustic beam generated by an Al IDT (tAl = 50 nm on a GaAs membrane (tGaAs = 220 nm) is shown.
The wave period is chosen to be 2 µm, corresponding to the S0 Lamb wave mode in the GaAs membrane at frequency
≈ 2.17 GHz. Zoomed-in plots of the x (ux) and y (uy displacement fields are shown in the focus region. The color bar
range has been kept constant, clearly showing that that uy is significantly lower than ux. The right hand side plot shows
the displacement (total, log-scale) of an eigenfrequency simulation of a nanobeam breathing mode (f ≈ 2.165 GHz). The
leakage radiation of the nanobeam mode into the GaAs membrane through cylindrical waves can be clearly seen. The ux
and uy displacement components for the breathing mode leaking into the beam are shown on the right. The displacements
are plotted at the dashed cut and the colorbar normalized to max(ux, uy). There is significant elastic energy in the uy
field, which overlaps poorly with the focused SAW mode. For reference, the ux and uy cross-section components of the
acoustic beam generated by the curved IDT are plotted at the focus point (note: the scale bars for the two cross-section
plots are different). For efficient excitation (reaching critical coupling), the two displacement fields (nanobeam and focused
IDT) should be relatively similar.
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Figure 4: (a) The optomechanical coupling strength (g0) and intracavity photon number (Ncav) for a variety of cryogenic
(< 4 K) optomechanical experiments are plotted. The experiments are clustered in either the high coupling strength g0,
low intracavity photon number Ncav regime for 1D optomechanical crystals (1D OM x-tals) or the low g0, high Ncav space
(bulk modes). Optimal transduction requires simultaneously high g0 and Ncav. (b) g0

√
Ncav, the square of which is pro-

portional to the optomechanical cooperativity COM, is approximately within a factor of 4
for all current platforms.
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Figure 5: Contrasting the dominant electrostrictive optical forces induced by propagating transverse electric (TE) and
transverse magnetic (TM) fields in a silicon waveguide. The TE mode predominantly induces x-directed forces, whereas
the TM mode induced y-directed forces. The right hand side shows a focusing acoustic wave, excited by an IDT, in a
GaAs membrane (t = 340 nm) incident on a beam (width = 500 nm, t = 340 nm). The zoomed-in displacement of the
beam is shown below for reference. Given the displacement profile induced by the focusing IDT at the beam entrance, a
shear vertical-like (SV) beam mode is expected to have a higher excitation efficiency than a shear horizontal (SH) mode.
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Ω𝑚

Pump

Sideband

Figure 6: Pump suppression that can be achieved using external fiber Fabry-Perot filters with bandwidths of 1 MHz (blue)
and 5 MHz (red) added after the optomechanical cavity whose optical linewidth is 1.92 GHz (Qo=105 at 1550 nm). Work-
ing with high mechanical mode frequencies (10 GHz) allows effective pump filtering. Moving from 2.5 GHz mechanical
modes to 10 GHz mechanical modes provides an additional 10 dB of pump suppression.
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